February 2021: Light In The
Dark

Clare Campbell's Winter Palace - see story below.

Chipper To Help Communal
Composting At Inverleith
Stuart McKenzie writes:
Back in 2010 the land ll bins at Inverleith started being lled with green
waste together with lots of soil. The problem seemed to originate from
full plots being split up into half plots. Having a smaller plot means
something has to go, and it’s usually the compost heap.
The committee then realised we had to o er some form of communal
composting where green waste could be left, composted and returned
to the ground. At that time Edinburgh Council were running a Waste
Action Grant Programme to reduce the amount of waste going to
land ll. We applied for funding, were successful, and built two
composting bays each capable of holding two square metres of green
waste.
They quickly lled up and despite quite a lot of ‘twiggy bits’ made
acceptable compost. At that time, it was bagged up and taken away by
plotholders. We always encouraged it to be buried, best with the potato
crop, to prevent any seeds germinating. Over the next nine years a
couple of cubic metres of compost was generated each year and
wheelbarrowed away by happy plotters. It became more popular and
considered more valuable when it was named ‘Inverleith Gold’. Repairs
to the bays were needed in 2019 as posts had rotted and we added a
third compost bay to take even more waste.
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We still had those ‘twiggy bits’ though and wondered how to convince
plotholders that tree branches weren’t a good addition to the compost.
We also wanted an alternative to those polluting and unhealthy bon res
that were still being lit at the site.

An early batch of "Inverleith Gold".

In 2020, the Scottish Government announced a Community Climate
Asset Fund and we applied to buy a chipper which would allow us to
both chop up green waste so it would compost faster and to chip
waste wood from tree pruning for our paths.
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A petrol-powered chipper was hired for the weekend in the autumn to
try it out on ‘typical’ waste. Our rst ‘Chipper Day’ was a great success
and proved the machine would cope with most green waste the site
generated. Paths were topped up for the winter and plenty went into
the compost bays.

We’ve just heard our application was successful and look forward to
being able to arrange delivery of our Eliet Major 4S Chipper/Shredder
complete with training for our team of ‘Chippers’. Sadly, Covid is
preventing us meeting in groups larger than two so we can’t get started
for the time being.
The plan is to make sure we can operate it safely and e ciently before
deciding whether and how we might make it available to other sites.
Finally, if there are any insurance experts out there that can advise us,
we’d be glad to hear from you at
committee@inverleithallotments.org.uk.

Chipper Weekend. Compost bays in the background.
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Trading Report

The onions and shallots will be delivered personally to site
reps by Dave Roberts, our Treasurer, in the week commencing
15th February. He will be in touch to make arrangements.
Onions as advertised are prepacks. However, due to
circumstances beyond our control the shallots came in bulk
which necessitated a lot of work measuring them out into
paper bags. However, this arrangement was a bit cheaper so
each bag will contain a £1 coin refund.
Covid-secure arrangements are in place for the early March
roll out of the seed potatoes. Site reps will be given a speci c
time to turn up at Inverleith and pick up their orders. It will all
be done in the open air with a minimal number of socially
distanced volunteers to comply with regulations.
All we will need to do after that is conduct the usual rites and
rituals to ensure that spring will manifest itself.
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The onion and shallots order waiting to be distributed.

Back To Basics: Tips For
Beginners
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Harry Pottager writes:
What actually is the di erence between an "early" potato and a
"maincrop" variety?
You may say a maincrop's chief advantage is that it will store for longer.
The early will grow more strongly and provide a crop more quickly. Both
true, but these characteristics derive from the early variety being able to
grow more vigorously in colder soil and therefore being generally more
hardy. It is less susceptible to late frosts damaging the growing tips. A
clue is in the name, eg. Sharpe's Express, Foremost or Rocket.
An early potato requires at least 3 months growing time. If you're itching
to lift them tickle the soil gently away from the roots to see how they're
doing rst. You don't want to dig in too soon before they've grown
properly. The maincrop will take a bit longer to reach maturity. Some
varieties such as Sarpo Mira keep growing until the winter comes. They
will not do well if they are planted into cold soil too early.
Legumes possess similar traits. So, early peas, often round seeds and
with giveaway names like Onward, Pioneer and Meteor, will exhibit
hardiness and can be planted from February under glass. Give them
protection or you will really just be feeding the mice. Maincrop varieties
are characterised by a wrinkled appearance and will sulk if planted in
cold soil, so wait until April or May.
You can plant winter hardy broad bean varieties at the end of the
growing season, either under glass or out in the open. They should be
su ciently hardy to grow slowly through the winter and give you an
early crop. Having been subjected to freezing conditions early in life
they will also exhibit a stronger resistance to black y or even crop
before that pest arrives - an additional bene t. The best variety is
considered to be Aquadulce Claudia.
Remember: don't subject seeds to conditions that will prove too
challenging for them. Unless the seed packet says so, wait until the
sun's rays have played on the earth a bit and winter has properly gone
before planting out. Most seed packets sold in the UK have instructions
for southern England on them. Add a couple of weeks at least for the
southern Scotland climate.

Aquadulce Claudia broad beans, sown November in rootrainers in an
unheated greenhouse, growing strongly in February.

Leith Links Latest
The former industrial site to the north of Leith Links allotments is being
redeveloped for residential use. This is a major project and has been in
progress for many years. The original proposal for townhouses behind
the site has now morphed into 5 and 6 storey blocks of apartments
because "there is more demand for this”.
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Despite assurances they would be kept in the loop, these planning
changes did not come to the attention of the Leith Links plotholders
until after the deadline for comment had passed. This was due to a
number of reasons:
* It is alleged allotment sites don't have a postal address so could not
be noti ed - but this is contested by the Allotment O cer;
* Covid restrictions mean notices are no longer tied to nearby
lampposts;
* Plotholders were failing to regularly purchase local newspapers in
case there may be a relevant planning notice published;
* One arm of the Council (Planning) does not inform the other (Parks
and Greenspace) of changes to applications that a ect their estate.
Friends in the Community Council have commented that variations in
planning such as this often are not included in weekly reports and so
pass under the radar.

The history of this development has been contentious with plotholders
having to ght to be included in the planning process. At times strange
features have popped up on plans adjacent to or on the allotments,
most recently a transformer station. The planned community orchard
has been eaten into with the latest plan for apartment blocks, despite
the great play in promotional material of the value of green space in the
development and the views over the allotments.
The plotholders have successfully fought o an attempt to destroy a
line of mature trees on the edge of the site that are alive with birds. The
stress and uncertainty that Leith Links plotholders have had to put up
with over the years has been considerable.
FEDAGA tries to monitor planning applications but the nature of the
system makes this di cult. We will take the matter up with the
Council's Allotment Strategy Working Group to ensure all sites are
properly informed in future.
The most recent development brings a scrap of good news. After
remonstrations, o cials have indicated that they will after all take the
Leith Links allotment concerns into account. Hats o to plotholder
Barbara Seel for her hard work in representing the interests of her site.
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The view from Leith Links as residential blocks edge closer.

Horizontal Climbing Beans
Experiment
Anthony Boyd writes:
This message is from an 85 year old hobbyist inventor and
gardener
who has grant of patent for a plant support used to grow
climbing beans
horizontally. I am looking for practical gardeners who might be
interested in trying them out. Prototypes would be donated
together with seed, pots, compost, and fertiliser.
I have a write up about my proposal together with drawings
and photo of last year's trial. I can email these to you if you
would please give me your email address.
Contact Anthony at Bruncketts@gmail.com.

The Winter Palace of
Inverleith
Clare Campbell from Inverleith writes:
So what do you do with your greenhouse at the end of the growing
season?
Well here is one idea…
All through lockdown the greenhouse in my garden has been my wee
Covid free haven. Pre-season it was kitted out with armchair, books and
knitting to enjoy the sunny days that were too cold to sit in the garden.
These gave way to allotment seedlings and then to tomato plants.
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But what to do at the end of the season? I needed a project. Also I had
been mulling over how to acknowledge my long su ering neighbours
who, living in the tenement ats above me had had to endure the sight
of me having fun in my garden and greenhouse all summer long.

Eureka moment! I would convert my greenhouse into a winter palace, a
giant light box in fact, for their amusement.
So I enlisted my pals, many of them frustrated skiers and mountaineers,
who also were in need of a project, to decorate my winter palace. This
is what they came up with.
(click here for more Winter Palace pics.)

Kings Seeds
Kings Seeds are experiencing an unusually busy period and
have suspended their website and phone lines for orders. This
is exacerbated by Covid-19 with sta self isolating and social
distancing in the warehouse. They hope to reopen as soon as
they can but may quickly be overwhelmed again so our tip is
try early in the working day.
They have also upgraded their system so when returning you
will have to reset your password. Follow the instructions
onscreen. It's fairly straightforward.

Return Of The Bee Killers
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In January it was announced that the UK Government will be
lifting the ban on neonicotinoid use as an emergency measure
to combat a virus carried by aphids on sugar beet in England.
We thought this battle had been won when the EU banned it in
2018. Brexit will have made it easier for the UK to do this, but
the ban has also been lifted for this speci c purpose in other
EU countries such as Belgium, Denmark and Spain.
Two points: it is incredible that sugar beet growers have
farmed so intensively that a virus destroys 80% of their crop
so they want to nuke it with neonicotinoid to kill all insect life.
Also, although this is happening now in England, the Internal
Market Act will allow the UK Government to override the
Scottish Government in devolved areas, so this could directly
a ect us here.
We have covered this before in the Newsletter and had
thought the matter was laid to rest. Click here for further
background information. You can sign a petition of protest to
the UK Government here.

Baronscourt: Bail-Out
Required
Plotholders at Baronscourt are the latest in Edinburgh to
realise that their precious plots are underwater more often than
they'd like. The eld drains that once facilitated the run-o
seem to have been blocked by the construction of a
Morrison's supermarket. The low-lying allotment site is
su ering from a surfeit of standing water.
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It has been suggested that a solar or wind powered
Archimedes Screw might remove the excess and may be a
su ciently innovative solution to attract grant funding. Maybe
a project for engineering students at Heriot Watt? Does
anyone know of how best to oat this idea?

Recycling And Community
Environmental Involvement Feedback To The Council
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Changeworks has been commissioned by The City of
Edinburgh Council to undertake a study into how residents,
businesses and community groups are empowered to
undertake recycling and environmental projects such as
community clean-ups, litter picks, gra ti removal and
maintaining our parks and gardens. All Edinburgh residents
can get involved by completing a short survey and, as a thank
you, participants can enter a prize draw for £30 Ethical
Superstore vouchers. Open till 26th February. Take part in the
survey here.

Saughton Mains Allotments Association is on the lookout for a
large oil drum to be used as a replacement brazier. If you could
help out please contact them at
saughtonmainsallotments@gmail.com.

Keep Your First Aid Kit Fit
For Purpose
A reminder to all site associations and representatives
responsible for the First Aid Kits distributed by FEDAGA:
ensure they remain t for purpose. West Mains have taken the
initiative to nominate a plotholder who will make an inventory
of the contents of the First Aid Kit and ensure that used items
are replaced. They suggest other sites should do this too. No
use in having a bag that has no plasters when you nick your
nger with secateurs.
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Wanted: One Oil Drum
Brazier

Another Great FEDAGA
Giveaway
That attention-grabbing headline is intended to cut through to
people on these hard to reach sites which are in credit with
FEDAGA to the tune of the following sums:
* Drumbrae - £26.27
* Hutchison Loan - £16.00
* India Place - £43.11
* Kirkliston - £14.00
* Lochend - £24.00
* Preston eld - £0.96
* Victoria Park - £30.00
* Wester Hailes (West) - £6.21
These sites have no bank account and no site representative.
Attempts to contact you via normal channels have been
unsuccessful. Subscriptions and dividends have accrued and
we want to clear our debt to you. The proposal is to provide
you with something of your choosing that would be of bene t
to all on your site. This could be a wheelbarrow or other
communal item of gardening equipment, or a bulk bag of
compost.
Please let us know how we can spend your money for you.
Contact Dave Roberts at dave2doreen@btinternet.com or on
07922 440420.
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